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The effeat of flow curvature due to the fuselage on the flapping motion 
of a helioopter rotor has bser investigate1 thenretioelly. This has been 
aohieved by caloulating tile changes in the flow through tilu &so and hence the 
additional aorodynanio moment about the flapping hinge, using a Rmkine solxl 
to reprcscnt the actual fusolsgc. It has been found that in tho tip speed 
range 0 to 0.6, only the highcr harmonics are affected significantly and that 
the changes become more pronounced as the length of the fuselage is Increased. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Although in the past a considerable amount of wind. l~nnel testing of 
helicopter rotors has been perf'otmed, very little is known about how the rotor 
flapping motion will be affected in flight by the presence of the fuselage. 
The airflow will now be forced upnards in the front, dormwards at the rear and 
be unaffooted at the sides. This disturbed airstream can O~USO the flon 
through the rotor t3 be changed and hcnco dter the rotor flapping motion and 
resultant vibration. The degree to which the flopping will be affected will 
depend upon, amongst other things, the shape and size of the fuselage as well 
as the relative position of the fuselage to tho rotor or rotors. Attention has 
been confined in the present investigation to the single rotor helioopter. A 
representation of the Wessex fuselage has been used, followed by calculations 
on a lengthened fuselage. 

In sdtition to distorting the main flow field, the presence of tine solid 
body nil1 modify the local blade loading due to "ground offcot" phenomena, oven 
though tho interference effect is prosent on only a small part of the disk. 
Thiseffeot might be important in hovering but will beonms relatively lees - 
impcrtant with forward speed, It has not been inoluaed in the nork deeoribed 
in tnis note. 

In order to calculate the disburbcd flow, the fuselage km been replaced 
by the equivalent Renkinc solid. Those solids, which are doscribod in Rof.1, 
have the groat advsnta@ that the velocities porpendioular to their longitudinal 
axis oan be easily detenninod. Their shspo is c&o such that the main features 
of the fuselage arc represent&. Howover, like most theoretical invisoid flow 
solutions to praotiod problems of this typo, no account is tskkcn of the w&o 
produced by the body. This wkc, 5s in the case of flow past a cylinder, will 
have the offeot of reducing the vertical velocities downstream of the fusclago. 
For present purposes, honevcr, this effect trill be negleotod, for it is not 
oxpectod to chsngo the results significantly. 

Tho theory used to dctwminc the blade motion, is based upon that given in 
Ref.2 and, as in this rcforcnoo, only the first six harmonics of flapping have 
bsen considered. It is valid in the region whore simple aerodynamic rotor 
theory cc* bo applied. 

2 THE ANAJ.,YSIS -1-‘.-_/. 

2.1 The fusclnEp as e Renkinc solid I. -------. 

The determination of tho flon around n three dimensional bod,y is, in 
gonoral, vary dd'i'icult. However, the problem is greatly simplified when the 
body is a solid of revolution moving in the dirootion of the axis of rovolution. 
In this case, thcrc CM be defined a Stokes' stream function, which is analogous 
to tic stream function of two dimensional hydroQnamic theory. 

In Rof.1, it has boon shown that when a source ma an equal sink am 
combined with a uniform stream in the negative direo-cion of the x-axis, see 
Fig.1, the strcsm function corresponding to the flow pass a close& solid of 
revolution of oval section is easily actcminca. Such a body is called a 
Bankinc solid., It is solids of this typo that this note uses to represent the 
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fuselage of 8 helicopter. In Fig.2 is shown a typical Rsnkine solid super- 
imposed on the fuselage of the Wessex. It can be seen that a very fair 
approximation to the fuselage shape is obtained. Also, for comparison, Fig.2 
gives a Rankine solid corresponding to a lengthened Wessex fuselage where the 
length of the body is t&en to be equal to the diameter of the bludes. 

From Ref.1, it has been shown that the stream function for flow past a 
Rankine solid is given by 

-Y "/ = 2 Vr' sin20 + m(co.3 02-cos 0,) . (1) 

The dividing streamline given by 3 = 0, generates, by rotation about 
the x axis, the dividing stream surface. Thus, if the semi-length of the oval 
is 0. and the semi-height h, see Pig.1, it om be shown that these are related 
to the strength and position of the source and sink by the equations 

From equation (2) aen be found the dxtsnoe from the origin of the source 
and sink for a solid of given dimensions. These wxld be obtained fmm the 
length and height of the fuselage under consideration. Having found Ia' the 
Source and sink strength can be caloulated from equation (3). The detsils of 
how these calculations osn be performed will be left until later in the note. 

2.2 JI& aerodynamic moment on the blaac induoefi by the fusda& -c*---------- -------. 

From equation (1) it is possible to obtain the velocities due to the 
presence of the fuselage in both x and. the 8' directions, However, theso 
velooities will be the acme in any plane which oontains the x axis. It is 
only necessary, therefore, to coneider s typical. plane st an angle with the 
vertical in order to calculate the fuselage induced aerodynamic moment on the 
blades. In Fig.3, the rotor, which 1s assumed to bo horizontal, lies in the 
plane APBO'. It is at a height k from the oentrc of the oval representing the 
fuselage. The point P is a typical point on the blade at spanwise station t 
at azimuth position \Ir. Thus, it oan be seen that it is ncocssnry to determine 
principally the induced velooity at P in the 2; direction. 

It can be shown that the velooities at a point (x, 8') in the plane 
x 0 2' are given by 
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Thus at the point P the induced velocity in the z direction can be shown to ba 

2 b2 z' cos2 - 1 1 
V 

= -e---ei. 
2 c 3 ' 

(5) 

In order to calculate the aerodynamic moment, it i3 necessary to express vz in 
terms of the rotor cootiinatcs t and $. He~we, 

+ (t,$,k) = +[ 1 1 

[k2+ t2+ a2+ 2 
_ ---_._ ---I-- 

l at -----3~ [k2+ t*+ a2-  2 at co.4 $,]3fi coe$] 3 

. . . . . . (6) 

From rcfcrence 2, it osn be shown that this induoed velocity ~ncr~'oses the 
aerodynamic moment on the blade by 

where 

(7) 

(8) 

For convenience this inorement of aerodynamic moment is written in the form 

nhcre 

AM ---_-- 

+P ac n -37 = I1 + I2 

A 
s 

v s2 as I, = -?L”-R- 
0 

Bv’ 
12 = 

I 
fj$ 3 ds p sin Jr . 

0 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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From equations (c), (10) and (11) it oan be shown that 

II = F,(q) - F,(Q+d 

5 = F,($) + F2(‘#+d 

where 

(12) 

(13) 

1 
t T 

klLt a' 2 
a'2tk'2tl t2a' cos $ 

- a’ 00s VJz7J) 

. . . . . . (14) 

F2($) = id?.?+ --. 
sin $x- 

1 

k12+a12sin2$ 
ef2-y:" + "'+A'+ -j 

4 It2 a' oosi)ta'2tk~ 

.*.... (15) 

and 

k' =k/R 

a' = c&l 

b' = b/R . 

Using a typical value of k' based on the ratios of height of Vcssex rotor 
above the fuselage to rotor radius, and t&king a' = 1, i.e. the semi- 
distance between the sources equ,sl to the rotor radius, the two components 
of I, snd I2 are plotted, against $ in Fig.4. It OM be seen that ths 
function I, is the main contribution to &I and has maximum and minimum values 
\lhcn the blsae lies in the direction of motion of the helicopter. This is as 
one would expeot from physical oonsideratlons, the maximum oocurring in the 
fore position when the flow 1s forced upwards by the presence of the fuse- 
lage and the minimum occurring in the aft position as the flow theoretioslly 
bends downwards following the curve of the body, 
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Fig.5 invcs:igates those maximum ana minimum vduos more closely and it 
can be seen that the ratio of the semi-fusela& length to the rotor radius is 
important. From the graph, I, is a maximum when &' = 4/R is Just less than 
unity and falls away rapidly on either side. This feature is again not 
unexpected. 

2.3 The effeot on rotor f1.i.A --- 

In Ref.2, tho equations oonneoting the coefficients of rotor flapping 
are given when no fl:selage affect is present. The flapping of the rotor is 
assumed to bo expressed in tho form 

N 

00s n $ + bn sin n $) (17) 
IX, 

when N harmonies are considered, 

The equations nhioh aru obtained from equating the aerodynamio moment and 
the inertia moment about the flapping hinge, roducc to a set of simultaneous 
linear equations for the flapping oooffioients no, an, and b . The introduotion n 
of the fusdagc effect inoroases the aerodynamic moment so that the moment 
equation can be written in tho form 

(18) 

where M * = norodynamio moment with no fuse&c prosont 

hIIN = inertia moment 

AM = additional acro&ynamic moment duo to tho fuselage effect 

Now the additional aorodynamio moment AU given by equations (9) - (15), 
oan bo written in the form 

AAI A Do 
-- = o+ 

no r12R4 
2 c 

(A, 00s n $ + Bn sin n $) (19) 
Il=l 

where 

2x 

A 1 

j=z s 
(I, + I21 00s j 9 d$ (j = 0,1,2....) (20) 

0 

2% 
B 1 = - 

2 7( i 
(I, + 12) sin j $ a$ (j = 1,2t3a...) (21) 

0 



and where the functions I, and 12 are given by equations (12) to (15). In 
this way, a set of linear simultaneous equations can be established which are 
similar to those of Ref.2. It will be noticed from equation (18j that the 
only charge oocurs on the right hand sides of the new equations, which w.l.1 
noiv have the appropriate term of equations (19) to (21), instead of zero value 
which applies when the fuselage effect is not present. 

The integrtiis of equations (20) and (21) are very difficult to determine 
nnalytioally so in the oases oonsidored the integrations were perfoned 
numCrl0 ally. 

2.4 -- The o'ehulnti~n of the Rankine solid parameters _--- -- 

Before the coinputntlon of the effect of a fuselage on the flapping 
notion'of its rotors can be performed, it 1s necessary to osloulate the 
parameters a' and b' from the fuselage dimensions. Throc parnmcters corros?ond 
to the position and. strength of the sink snd source which dctcrmine the shape 
of the Xankine solid rfhich will be used to represent the fuselage. Thus zf it 
is assumed that the C and h in equations (2) and (3) oar1 be oonsidcrcd know, 
the next step is to determine a and b. Thus from cquatlon (16) the non- 
dimonsiond forms at and b' can be calculated. In gonerd, it is a difficult 
problem to solve equation (2) for a in terns of 8 and. h analytioslly. However, 
by considering the depondont variable to be (h/&)2 and the independent variable 

to be (c&)~ equation (2) reduces to a cubic. Thus the solutions are given by 

(h/e)2 = - $ $ 2 0 (1 + 2 cos 0) 

(h/C)2 = ?j (4~5)~ (2 cash i-1) 

0 = ?. cash-l 3 LJ,&&2 214 
3 c ,,2--- -  I3 l 

(22) 

(24) 

(25) - 
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These solutions are plotted in F1gs.6A an* B where for a given value of 
(h/4)2'the corresponding value of (a/&)2 can be swiftly found. The vciLue of 
b and hence b' CM then be obtained from equations (3) and (16). 

3 - DISC_V~QN-~~~SI~~ 

Results of the theory arc given in Figs.7 to 18 where the variation of 
the flapping coefficients with tip speed ratio 1s shown. Three cases have 
been considered vie. no fuselage present, the Xessex fuselage represented by 
the equivalent Ranki.ne solid and a solid dth the same height as the Wessex 
but with the snme lexth as the rotor dieneter. 

Generally, the results show no major departures from the behaviour of 
sn isolated rotor, Vhen the solids representing the fuselages are introduced, 
the lower harmonic flapping coefflclcnts are not affected. The influence of 
the shorter fuselage is first felt In the b./ao term, see Fig.12, but the 
changes are only very sli&t. Larsr cffccts appear xn the 5th and 6th 
harmonics, sot Figs.15 to 18. From these figures it can be seen that the 
flapping is decreased by the introduction of the fuselage and. in some cases 
tho sign is reversed. In the case of the iargcr fuselage, Figs.15, 17 ad 18 
show that a maximum negative vjluc is obtained for n/a 

5 0' 
ada,, b6/no tihcn 

the tip Sped ratio lies batwccn 6.35 and 0.5. Indeed, it CM be seen that at 
)1 = O-6 the numeric& vduc of the coefficient (a 

5/ 
se) is less than its value 

at p = 0.1. 

For the above oases only one value of k has been used. The selected 
vaiuo corresponas to a rotor 2 ft above the Wessex fuselage. 

4 CONCLUSIONS _I-"..-- 

4.1 A theory has been developed to determine the effect of the curved floLi 
field duo to the prosonoc of a helicopter fuselage on the harmonics of tho 
flapping of.thc rotor. 

4.2 It has boon shown that the loiter harnlonics of the rotor flapping are not 
affected oither by the presence of a fuselage of tho Vessex type or by a long 
fuselage of the sammc length as the rotor diameter. 

4.3. The fuselage affects the higher harmonics of flapping but not to nn~~ 
maJor oxtent. Both fuselages considcrcd dccreasod the values for the fifth 
and sixth harmonic terms and sometimes the sign was reversed. In the case 
evaluated, tho terms had maximum negative values nhen 
the long fuselage was 

I? /ao? 
2 

e.6/ao and bli/a 
onsdercd. For the& maximum values, the tip speed 

ratio was in the range O-35 to O-5. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS --.-a 

a = position of source and sink 

a = lift curve slope 

a09 ",t bn = flapping coefficients 

*O' 
An. B n = harmonic components qf aerodynamic moment clue to the presence 

= 

= 

= 

q 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

of the fu&lage 

sink and source parameter 

tip loss factor 

chord 

semi-height of Rankine solid 

= 

= 

= 

q 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

heiGht of rotor above centre of fuselage 

semi length of Rankinc solid 

strength of sink rind source 

lift moment about flapping hinge whon no fuselage is present 

inertia moment about flapping hinge when no fuselage is present 

inoremcnt of lift moment about flcpping hinge due to presence 
or fusolago 

number of harmonics considered 

coordinates of point P in 0X2' plan0 

blade radius 

spanwiso rotor coordinate 

fol-irard velooity 

volooities in x and 2' directions respectively 

velocity of flow in z direction 

ooordinatca of a typical point P 

coordinate perpendicular to direction of flight 

flapping angle 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd.~ 

R = speed of rotation 

p = density of air 

cp = angle between OX%' and OX2 planes 

$ = blade azimuth position measured from donnw& position in dirootion 
of rotation 

ti = defined by equations(2j)and (25) 

p = tip speed ratio 

T = stream funotion 
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